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ABSTRACT

Although Kuhn is much more an anttrealist than a realist, the
earlier and later articulations of realtst and antirealist ingredt-
ents In his vzews mertt dose scrutzny What are the constauents
of the real invartant World postted by Kuhn and as relation to
the mutable paradtgm-related worlds ? Varlous proposed solu-
tions to this problem (dubbed the "new-world problem" by lan
Hacking) are examtned and shown to be unsattsfactory In The
Structure of Scientific Revoluttons, the stable World can rea-
sonably be taken to be made up of ordmary perceived objects,
whereas in Kuhn's later works the transparadigmatic World is
identified with something aktn to the Kantian world-in-aself It
is argued that both proposals are beset with insuperable Afficul-
nes which render Kuhn's earlier and later versions of antireal-
ism implausible

One might wonder in the first place if the quesnon "Is
Kuhn a realist or an antirealist ?" even deserves to be asked
isn't it obvious that Kuhn is a typical scientific antirealist,
or even an antirealist tout court? According to him, the very
same theoretical term can have different referents or deno-
tations In the contexts of vanous paradigms Taking over a
very famous example, practitioners within the Newtoruan
paradigm (classical mechamcs) and adepts of the Em-
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steiruan paradigm (special relativtty) assign different refer-
ents to the same term "mass”

But the physical referents of these physical concepts [space,
time, mass] are by no means idenncal with those of the
Newtoman concepts that bear the same name (Newtoman
mass is conserved, Einsteiman is convernble with energy
Only at low relative velocines may the two be measured in
the same way, and even then they may not be conceived to
be the same ) (Structure, p 102)

Quotations like these leave link room, if any, for defend-
ing the reality of physical denotations, like mass, unless in
the weak, contextual sense of "real relative to a given para-
digm" (an expression Kuhn never employs), a manoeuvre
that any saentific realist would judge unacceptable For a
sdentific reahst, the term "mass" has an, at least partially,
stable denotation common to both dassical and relativistic
mechanics (namely, the rest mass See Earman 1977)

Moreover, for Kuhn, the very idea of a correspon-
dence between the ontology of a theory and its correlate in
reality is totally devoid of meaning

There is, I thmk, no theory-mdependent way to recon-
struct phrases like "really there", the notion of a match be-
tween the ontology of a theory and its "real" counterpart
m nature now seems to me illusive in principie (1969, Post-

scrot to Structure, p 206)

These atations seem to provide conclusive evidence
that Kuhn's views are antithetic to even a moderate version
of saenttfic realism (Ghins 1992) Furthermore, in other —
later — texts (Kuhn 1974 and 1983, for example), Kuhn
says that the identification of specific objects, like geese,
swans and ducks, of the observable world depends cruaally
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"on the essential rôle of sets of terms that must be learned
together by those raised -Inside a culture, scienttfic or other
[italics added]" (Kuhn 1983, p 682) The structure of a
world, ordinary or scientific, depends on the lexicon used
"( ) different languages impose different structures on the
world " (Kuhn 1983, p 682) Since assertions of existence
usually are made about specific objects, identified as ducks
for example, Kuhn's contentions cast doubts on the realrty
of commonly observed specific objects and the truth of
descriptions and other statements about them Don't they
make Kuhn not only a scientific antireahst but also an an-
nrealist tout court, a skeptic about the existence of identifi-
able ordmary objects and the truth of ordmary-language
statements?

Yet, in other passages Kuhn seems to incline to-
wards some form of realism He says "Though the world
doesn't change with a change of paradigm, the scientist
afterwards works in a different world" (Structure, p 121)
When a change of paradigm, i e a sdentific revolution,
takes place, the scientific world changes, but the world re-
mains unaltered In which sense can Kuhn defend the per-
manence of a world through sdentific revolutions and
what does this immutable world constst in ? Ian Hackmg
(1993) calls this problem the "new-world problem"

Although the received interpretation accordmg to
which Kuhn is much more antirealist than realist is correct,
the specific charactenstics of bis antirealism and the
(meager) concessions he makes to realism are worth dose
scrunny, especially since that toptc has attracted much less
attennon than issues like Kuhn's alleged irrationalism,
subjectivism and relativism

In chapter X of Structure entrtled Revolutions as
Changes of World View, Kuhn stresses that the change at
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stake is above ali a change In perception His companson of
a revolutionary change with a Gestaltswitch reinforces this
point, even if Kuhn himself acknowledges the limas of this
companson The practitioners of different paradigms, while
sensonally present to the same objects, "see" different things
Kuhn is usually precise and consistently uses the term
"object" for permanent constituents of the transparadig-
matic world (let's call it the World, with a capital "W"),
whereas the word "thing" refers to elements of ontologies
relative to vanous paradigms (i e the worlds) Thmgs are
contextuai, paradigm-relanve and belong to changmg
worlds whereas objects are invanant, immutable and make
up the stable World that remams unaltered through scien-
tific revolutions 'The invanant World consists In com-
monly perceived objects I will call tt the orchnary world, as
opposed the paradigm-relanve saentific worlds

Invanant objects however are descnbed In the lan-
guage of the paradigm In the framework of which they be-
come contextually perceived thmgs Kuhn gives the exam-
ple of an object which is a swinging body where Anstote-
lians saw a thmg which is a "body falling with difficulty",
Galileans see a thing which is a "pendulum"

Since remote antiquity most people have seen one or an-
other heavy body swinging back and forth on a string or
cham until it finally comes to rest To the Aristotehans,
who beheved that a heavy body is moved by its own na-
ture from a lugher position to a state of natural rest at a
lower one, the swinging body was simply falling with diffi-
culty Constramed by the cham, it could achieve rest at its
low point only after a tortuous motion and a considerable
time Gallica, on the other hand, looking at the swingmg
body, saw a pendulum, a body that almost succeeded In
repeatmg the same motion over and over again ad infira--

tura (Structure, pp 118-9)
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Transparadigmatic objects, like osallating boches,
are accessible to sensory observation It is dear from the
examples given by Kuhn in Structure that invariant objects
as well as relative things can be percetved The very use of
the verb "to see" (although "to see" can also mean "to un-
derstand") gives some support to the contention that ob-
jects and things are observed entales In opposition to the
logical positivists, Kuhn broadly construes perception as
extending to things observed by means of instruments
"The very ease and rapichty with which astronomers saw
new things when looking at old objects [here, it seems to
me, Kuhn should have used the word "thing"] with old
instruments may make us wish to say that, after Coperni-
cus, astronomers lived in a different world" (Structure, p
117) "Placed before the same apparatus, a modern observer
would see electrostatic repulsion (rather than mechanical or
gravitational rebounding)" (Structure, p 117) "Lavoister saw
oxygen where Priestley saw dephlogisticated air and where
others had seen nothing at ali" (Structure, p 118) With
Franklin, the Leiden jar (object) becomes a condenser
(thing), that is a dielectric placed between two conducting
coatings, whereas Musschenbroek saw a charge-filled bottle
(Structure, p 118 and p 122) Where Berthollet saw a
chemical compound which could vary in proportion,
Proust saw a phystcal mixture strice only =tures, unlike
chemical compounds, can vary in proportion (Structure, p
132)

Invariant objects that make up the orchnary World
are thus observable objects which can be described in eve-
ryday language but which are things seen — and described
— differently in the context of distinct scientific paradigms
As far as descriptions of objects and things in a language
are concerned, we ali know that, according to Kuhn, there
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is no theory-neutral, observational language which would
permit us to Identity and describe transparadigmatic ob-
jects Kuhn speaks of swinging boches, jars, lummous spots
in the sky but those terms do n.ot belong to a fixed, theory-
neutral, observational vocabulary He opposes the neo-
positivists who made a clearcut &vis= between observa-
nonal and theoretical terms paralleled by an equally sharp
separanon between observable and unobservable objects
and properties But Kuhn admrts that partisans of com-
peting paradigms can come to an agreement — and the
history of science indeed shows that such agreements have
in fact been reached, at times with some difficulty — on
descriptions of objects accepted by all Such descriptions
are couched in ordinary language (which is not to be con-
fused with a theory-neutral observational language) or may
even include scientffic terms (like the word "telescope") the
reference of which is sufficiently shared to permit unprob-
lematic, though partial, communication Moreover, sizable
portions of the distinct scientific worlds are also common
"( ) changes of this sort [Kuhn refers to the chemical
revolution] are never total Whatever he may then see, the
scientist atter a revolution is sun looking at the same world
Furthermore, though he may previously have employed
them differently, much of his language and his laboratory
instruments are still the same as they were before"
(Structure, pp 129-30)

Even in the case of widespread agreement on invan-
ant descriptions of objects, it typically happens that those
linguistically identffied objects are descnbed by means of
different vocabularies (later called lexicons) in the frame-
work of vanous paradigms, the practitioners of which see
different things Thus, Galileans see a pendulum where
Aristotehans see a body fallrng with difficulty, even though
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they don't have problems in identifying a common swrng-
ing One of the reasons for this, accordmg to Kuhn
In Structure, is that the stimuli comtng from the swinging
body are the same for both Gahleans and Aristotelians

The snmuh that impinge upon them are the same So
their general neural apparatus, however differently pro-
grammed Furthermore, except In a small, if all-unportant,
arca of expenence even their neural programmmg must be
very nearly the same, for they share a history, except in the
unmechate past As a result, both their everyday and rnost
of their scientific world and language are shared (Structure,
p 201)

The new paradigm describes the new things In a
(partially) new terminology, but the proponents of both
paradigms can rely on a comm.on lexicon Moreover, the
practmoners of confficting parachgms share a partly com-
mon perceptual basis grounded on the sameness of the
stirnuli they receive Consequently, the identification of the
invariant objects is achieved jointly by linguistic and per-
ceptual means

But stimuli cannot qualify as the invariant perceived
obJects which compose the World Stimult are not per-
ceived Their existence is posrted in order to expiam the
partially successful communtcation between practitioners of
different paradigms, the evidence for which comes from the
study of history of saence Stzmuli function, along with
other ingrechents, such as a partially shared vocabulary, as
theoretical entrties within an explanation of an empmcally
ascertamed fact saentists do understand each other, they
aren't individual or social solipsists
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We posit the existence of stunuh to expiam our percepnons
of the world, and we posa their immutability to avoid
both individual and social solipsism (Structure, p 193)

Paul Hoyningen-Huene points out an ambiguity of
the stzmulus concept as employed by Kuhn According to
the first meaning, stimulz belong to the invanant “world-m-
itselr (Hoyningen-Huene 1993, p 35) They "are purely
object-sided (objektseitig) independent, determmate charac-
tenstics but nothing more can be said about stimuli within
the compass of Kuhn's theory, for the theory in.sists that
the purely object-stded is inaccessible (1171c1 , p 45) In the
second sense, "stimuh are that which empincal science al-
lows us to Identity as causally responsible for our sensa-
tions, as, for example sound waves, photons, and the like"
(Nd, p 46) and belong to what Hoyningen-Huene calls a
particular "phenomenal world constituted both by the ob-
ject-sided world-in-itself and by subject-sided moments ( )”
(Ibicl , p 36)

I doi* think that, at least in Structure, the invanant
World is some Kannan “world-m-itself" or “thing-m-itself»
First, Kuhn doesn't use those expressions In Structure
There we only find one marginal reference to Kant (p 162)
on the categoncal imperative Second, and more impor-
tantly, unspeakable entales are unable to play a rôle in a
supposedly intelligible and enlightening explanation of the
sameness of the perceptions of scentists workmg in distinct
paradigms, especially since Kuhn is well aware that stimulz
are not the sole factors accountmg for the perception of an
object or a thing Third, the very examples given by Kuhn
in Structure indicate that invanant objects belong to the
realm of perceived objects and can be descnbed in ordmary
language Objects make up a common ordmary World m
which adepts of conflicting sciennfic paradigms ali live and
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work and which constitutes the shared background of their
disputes and arguments Without such a background,
cussions and disagreements could not even happen in the
first place It is important to stress that Kuhn is concerned
primanly, and even exdusively, in Structure, with science
and history of sctence The issue of communication be-
tween broadly conceived worlds or cultures, such as, say,
Western and Chmese cultures, is quite irrelevant here The
protagontsts of the scienttfic debates considered by Kuhn
belong to the same broader culture, but typically not to the
same scientific cultures

Thus, undescnbable stimuh, as we saw, do not be-
long to the invanant World since, if our interpretation
correct, they are not objects, let alone perceived objects
Stimult however can be taken as belongmg to a sczentlfic
world According to the second sense, they are things
(retinal imprints, photons, etc ) which are perceived and
theonzed within the framework of a sciennfic paradigm
&anui' can then function as explanatory entmes in an ac-
count of the sameness of percetved thmgs whtch are parts
of the same scientific world, but whtch are not trivanant
objects Hoyningen-Huene appropnately remarks that if
stzmuli are paradigm-relative they are of course unable to
contnbute to an explanation of the permanence of the
World through scientific revolutions since they belong
themselves to what Hoyningen-Huene calls a phenomenal
world, that is the world of a particular paradigm (The ex-
pression "scientific world" seems to me preferable here to
"phenomenal world" since the ordinary world, which is not
scientific, is clearly phenomenal On the other hand, para-
digm-related worlds contam also things which are beyond
the reach of our possible observation and are therefore not
phenomenal) Moreover, Kuhn says that in order to be
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able to provide a reconstruction of the perception of a
thing on the basis of stzmulz which are identified with reti-
nal imprints, we must be able to perceve that thing in the
first place We must therefore be already living and working
in a particular scientific world The reconstruction, if feasi-
ble at ali, doesn't start from the sttniuli but ends with them
The starting point of the reconstruction is provided by the
perceived scientific thing, and not by the stimulz "The sci-
entist or the philosopher who asks what measurements or
retinal imprints make the pendulum what ii is must already
be able to recognize a pendulum when he sees one "
(Structure, p 129)

Summarizing, we are In a posaion to maintain that
there are two major reasons why the recourse to stimuli
cannot resolve the "new-world" or what I would prefer to
call the "World versus worlds" problem ff* sttmuli are invari-
ant, they must be unspeakable and cannot be the objects
which make up the ordinary perceptual World And if they
are descrtbable they belong to a mutable scientific world
and are no longer invariant

Could we think perhaps of sense data as possible
constrtuents of the World ? Sense data, unlike stimult, are
subjective psychological entales But Kuhn, like many
other contemporary philosophers within the empincist tra-
dition such as Quine and van Fraassen, unequivocally op-
poses what has been called the "myth of the given" What
is given is never "immediately" given but always seen in the
framework of an accepted paradigm There is no given but
only what is "collected with difficulty" (Structure, p 126)
There is no invariant ground of sensorial data which would
be differently "interpreted" by the proponents of various
scientific paradigms Gahleo does not see an oscillating ob-
ject "as" a pendulum he immediately sees a pendulum
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Even. though Kuhn occasionally uses the expression "seemg
as" he obviously does not have in mind the availabihty of
diverse interpretations of raw, uninterpreted, data Kuhn
dearly predudes the possibilay of constructing vanous in-
terpretations of data What is perceived is not an interpre-
tation of a "given" but the given aself Immediate sensory
expenence is irreducibly paradigm-laden and is much ncher
than putative sense data Immediate expenence conveys
"perceptual features that a paradigm so highlights that they
surrender their regulannes almost upon inspection"
(Structure, p 125) Terms like "mass", "oxygen", "charge",
"mucture", "condenser", etc which were categonzed as
theoretical by the logical posinvists, refer to observable
things (entales or propernes) according to Kuhn, but only
for pracnoners of specific sciennfic paradigms Within the
frarnework of a paradigm the realm of directly observable
things is quite large since a includes things observable by
means of instruments (which can be rather sophisticated)
an.d the whole domam of measurable things

Another possible way to solve the "World versus
worlds" problem, would be to appeal to the standard dis-
tinction between "seeing" and "seeing that" When Gahleo
looks at a swinging body he sees that rt is a pendulurn,
whereas Anstotle sees that rt is a body falling with diffi-
culty But this distinction falis to do full justice to Kuhn's
views First, Kuhn himself does not refer to it Second, he
plainly says that the practitioners of the Gahlean paradigm
see directly a pendulum, and not that a given something (a
swinging body) is a pendulum If they see that an object is a
pendulum (or "recognize" a pendulum), it comes as a con-
sequence of therr immediate, direct, vision of the pendu-
lum Put in the sensory presence of a swinging body, they
do not immediately see a swinging body, but a pendulum
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And if you pomt out to them that it is (also) a swinging
body, they will probably grant that it is also what is de-
scnbed in the ordmary language as a swinging body, but
that it is a pendulum in the first place The Galileans can
be brought to see that the pendulum is a swinging body
(since no contradiction occurs here) But they cannot be
brought to see that the swmging body is a pendulum since
what they immediately see is a pendulum It is rather the
other way around they can be led to see that the pendu-
lum is also what is roughly charactenzed in common lan-
guage as a swinging body

Finally, we would like to examine the nominalist
interpretation advocated by lan Hacking The "new-world
problem" is solved if we assume that the World is made of
individuais whereas the paradigm-relative worlds are made
of kmds Kmds are conventional, they can be chosen at
will and they do not correspond to real charactenstics of
individuais, they do not "cut the World at its joints" This
nommalist interpretation, if correct, would clearly put
Kuhn on the side of the antirealists who deny the existence
of natural kmds

( ) a suspiciously easy nornmalist solution to the new-
world problem has been to hand ali along The world does
not change, but we work In a new world The world that
does not change is a world of individuais The world in
which we work is a world of kmds The latter changes, the
former does not After a scientific revolution, the scientist
works in a world of new kmds In one sense, the world is
exactly the same A change in the class of sets of individu-
ais that correspond to saem-dm kinds of things is not a
change in the world at ali But in another sense the world
in which the sciennst works is ennrely different, because
what we work In is not a world of individuais but of kinds,
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a world that we must represent ming projectible predi-
cates (Hacking 1993, p 306)

Individuais can only be talked about within a given
paradigrn and descnbed by means of paradigm-relative su-
entific kinds which Hacking urges to Identity with natural
kinds Each paradigm cuts the World of individuais in tax-
onomies that cannot be translated into each other, because
these taxonomies overlap This corresponds to the later
Kuhl-liar' concept of incommensurability Thus, according
to Hacking's interpretation, scientific kinds populate the
worlds but they classify mvanant, ineffable individuais into
untranslatable categones

Kuhn, however, explicitly rejects Hacking's solution
to the new-world problem in his Afterwords (1993) First,
Kuhn refuses to follow Hacking's suggestion to Identity
natural kinds with scientific kinds

( ) what is required is a characteristic of kinds and kind-
terms m general ( ) this characteristic can be traced to,
and on from, the evolution of neural mechanisms for rei-
dentifying what Anstotle called "substances" things that
between their origin and demise, trace a lifehne through
space over time What emerges is a mental module that
permits us to learn to recogmze not only kmds of physical
objects (e g elements, fields, and forces), but also lands of
furmture, of government, of personahty, and so on ( )
[that is] the lexicon, the module m which members of a
speech community store the community's kmd terms
(Afterwords, p 315)

Everyday and non-scientific kinds can be both per-
fectly respectable natural kmds Ordmary objects as well as
saentific things are dassified on the basis of similanty, and
dissimilanty, relanons, which correspond, at least parnally,
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to object-sided (Hoyningen-Huene 1993, p 76) features
And this provides a second reason for Kuhn to antagonize
the nominalist position kinds are not only convennonal
We cannot divide the world "at wilr (Afterwords p 315)
into kinds which would be merely arbitrary, kinds must be
natural and therefore projectible, that is, useful in formu-
lating nomic regulannes and predicting future occurrences
of types of events To the extent Kuhn refuses to be
dubbed a nominalist, he is a realist, since he concedes that
kinds express similanty relations that have some counter-
part in reality Reality cannot be forced into completely
arbitrary boxes As Hoyningen-Huene appropnately re-
marks "Kuhn's conception of similanty relations as, in
part, genetically object-sided is doubtless his reason for
classifying lus view as a real zst posztzon" (1993, p 76) How-
ever, since similanty-relations are also in part subject-sided
and since we are unable to separate the respective objectual
and subjectual contnbutions to the constitution of a per-
ceived object or thing, Kuhn cannot be considered a
genuine realist There is no way to ascertain which ob-
served charactenstics correspond to some real features and
which propositions about perceived things or ob jects are
true Thus, although Kuhn may be perhaps called a global

realist, in the sense that he beheves in the independent
reality of a World or Nature, he is not a local scientific re-
alist since there is no reason to beheve that specific scien-
tific kinds have an adequate ontological correlate For the
same reason, he is not a reahst about kinds used to classify
and Identity ordinary objects either

I do not think that a completely sansfactory answer
to the "new-world problem" can be found 11-1 Kuhn's work
But two possible solutions are discussed by Kuhn the Kan-
nan world-in-itself versus phenomenal worlds solution and
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the ordinary World versus scientific worlds solution Let us
examine them In turn

The Kantian solution, favored by Hoyningen-
Huene, but n.ot encountered in Structure, is presented by
Kuhn in Ris later writings

Underlymg ali these processes of differennation and
change [of worlds], there must, of course [italics addec1], be
somethmg permanent, fixed and stable But, hke Kant's
Dtng an sich, it is meffable, undescribable, Inchscussible
(Road, p 12)

Thus, according to this solution, Kuhn is a global realist
who posas the existence of an observationally, theoretically
and lin.guistically inaccessible thing-in-itself or world-in-
itself Kuhn returns to the "evolutionary analogy" (Road,
p 6) already used (but for another purpose) at the end of
Structure in order to shed some light on the relation be-
tween the stable World and the mutable worlds Particular
worlds are identified with biological niches which are the
result of an evolutionary adaptation of a community
which the decisive factors are the interactions of

among themselves and with the World "Biologically,
that is, a niche is the world of the group which inhabits
thus constituting it a niche Conceptually, the world is our
representation of our niche, the residence of the particular
human community with whose members we are currently
interacting" (Road, p 11) However, no more details are
given on the relationship between members of a commu-
nity who inhabit a world and the real but unspeakable
World which nevertheless plays a crucial rôle in the evolu-
tionary process of shaping specific worlds These specific
worlds are characterized, in Kuhn's later work, by means of
lexical and taxonomic structures shared by their
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tants But no further indication is provided on the way
creatures (us ;) and their luches have been "fabricated”
(Road., p 12), a silence which casts a shadow on the ex-
planatory force of his evoluttonary theory Nerther could
Kuhn, on pam of contracliction, give further details on his
evolutionary scheme since he should then speak about the
tneffable World

On the other hand, a theory about the fabncation
of mutable worlds from the stable World would be a scien-
tific theory, a kind of biological, or even ecological, theory
in a broad sense And such a theory would fali prey to the
type of objections which were directed, as we saw above,
against the appeal to a scientific theory of the construcnon
of percepnons from sttmult This biological theory would be
rtself an integral constrtuent of a niche and would therefore
be incapable of providing a transparadigmatic account of
the relation between the worlds and the World

Notice moreover that Kuhn's identification of
worlds with niches inhabited by populations studied by
evolutionary biology goes far beyond his minai concern
with scientific communittes "On the one hand, the evolu-
nonary process gives rise to creatures more and more
dosely adapted to a narrower and narrower biological
niche On the other, the rache to which they are adaptable
is only recognized in retrospect, with its population in place
( )" (Roctd, p 11) "And the practice-in-the-world of some

fitalics added] of those groups is suence " (Roa,d, p 11)
These quotanons show that Kuhn's later views are not re-
stricted to scientific communines alone but also apply to
any kind of human group or culture The róle of the pos-
ited real World is not to account for the parcial commurn-
canon of practitioners of conflicting scentific paradigms, as
was the case in Structure, but to provide the common
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source (albeit "located outside of space and time" (Road, p
12)) of the plurahty of world-niches and the common back-
ground to their vanation In time

( ) the posmon I am defendmg is a sort of post-Darwirnan
kanttarusm Like the Kannan categones, the lexicon sup-
phes precondmons of possible expenence But lexical cate-
gones, unhke their Kannan forebears, can and do change
( ) (Road, p 12)

No world, and a fortion no saentiftc world, can claim
any pnvileged access to reahty Kuhn never backed down
on his rejection of a correspondence theory of truth 'There
is no sense in speakmg of a match, even approximate, be-
tween a world and the World A world is rather more like a
"form of life" (Road, p 12) than a possible representation
As such, a given world can be more appropnate to one goal
rather than another and, Inside such a world, the issue of
the adequacy of means to an end is meantngful and can be
unambiguously and perhaps unarumously resolved Such a
view, we have to admit, is barely reconalable with sciennfic
realism and even realism tout court What we referred to
above as the ordmary perceived, unscientific, World be-
comes here just another niche with no privileged status not
only with respect to truth but also mvanance

On this issue "The Road since Structure" has led
Kuhn to a more radical position Whereas in Structure there
was an invariant perceived World whose objects were de-
scribed in a common language, no such possibility is al-
lowed by the later Kuhn It seems to me that no communi-
canon is possible between the inhabitants of different
niches since they speak different languages and there is no
common 'meta-niche', so to speak, on the basis of which
communication, even partial, could take place Untranslat-
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ability of lexicons coupled with the absence of a commonly
perceived world leads to incommunicability This more
radical view follows, in my opinion, from Kuhn's later em-
phasis on language, an emphasis nghtly pointed out by
Hoyningen-Huene (1993, p 61) If inhabitants of vanous
niches speak different languages and if, as a result, any
shared access to a common identifiable World of sensible
objects is blocked, the social solipsism which Kuhn sought
to avoid in Structure (Postscript) seems inevitable Remember
that the purpose of the stimulus ontology, despite its de-
fects, was to avoid the pitfall of solipsism The evolutionary
biology scheme of fabncation of niches out of a Kantian
world-in-rtself does not even offer a promise to escape solip-
sism Although this scheme can perhaps contnbute to a
better understanding of the difficulties encountered in in-
tercultural dialogue, it is clearly refuted by the histonogra-
phy of science, which offers ample evidence of agreement —
and disagreement — among scientists and, consequently, of
successful communication among them, as Kuhn stressed
in Structure

To conclude this analysis of the Kantian solution to
the "new-world problem", let me add one further objection
On what grounds can Kuhn justify the adoption of evolu-
tionary biology and its application to the evolution of
worlds, thereby embracing some sort of biologism ? Apart
from its fashionability and prima fane plausibility, this epis-
temological posture goes against Kuhn's own presupposi-
tions The niche which Kuhn carves and in which he puts
himself as resident may seem hospitable to some but inhos-
pitable to others, even if they pursue the same aim of giv-
ing a sansfactory account of world mutations In the course
of human and scientific history Since for Kuhn no truth
can be ascnbed to evolunonary biology and a fortzon to rts
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epistemological utilization, no compelling reason can be
adduced in favor of his theory 'This is especially the case in
view of the fact that little, if any, explanatory power can be
conferred, as we have just seen, on his Kantian concepnon
of the relationship between the worlds and the World

The ordinary World versus the scientific worlds solu-
non to the "new-world problem" is developed in Structure
The common World is composed of real perceived objects
which can be descnbed in a common language Thus, ac-
cording to this interpretation, Kuhn seems to be a realist
about usual observable objects But since he doesn't en-
dorse the correspondence theory of truth, a would be
senseless to assert that objects have "in themselves" the
observable propernes we assign to them Nevertheless, this
World provides a stable background for scientific contro-
versies and a shared empincal evidence with respect to
which claims of supenonty of competing paradigms can be
evaluated, not only at a given epoch, but over long penods
of time Contemporary scientists share a great deal not
only of common ordin.ary perceptions and language, but
also of common experimental manipulations and scientific
vocabulary, which permits partially successful communica-
non between them Kuhn concedes that there is a soul of
evidence, expressed in a shared language, which provides
the agreed upon background against which the respective
meras of conflicting paradigms can be assessed, even if such
an evaluation may be, and typically is, controversial

The stability of the observable World is not re-
stncted to a limited penod in which a given seentific con-
troversy develops, but endures throughout history Kuhn
(at least what Tun Maudlin (1996, p 434) calls the
"moderate Kuhn") grants that seentific debates have been
correctly resolved, even if he always rejected as meaningless
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the idea of a progression of successive theones towards
truth But the judgment on the supenonty of a paradigm
can only hold firm if a universal evidential basis rernams
available As Maudlm remarks "If presented with a moon
rock, Anstorle would expenence it as a rock, and as an
object with a tendency to fali He could not fail to con-
clude that the material of which the moon is made is not
fundamentally different from terrestnal material with re-
spect to its natural motion" (Nd, p 442) If a stable long-
lasting observanonal World did not exist, what would be
the rattonale in favor of the contention that scientific de-
bates have ended with the acceptance of the better para-
digm and that this judgment can still rationally be de-
fended today? Without such a fixed observational back-
ground, the very notion of scientific progress would be de-
void of meanmg

The difficulty of tias solution lies in the nature of
the relationship of the various scientific worlds with the
ordmary World Kuhn insists, as we saw, that scientists see
paradigm-relative things, not objects ff so, the empincal
evidence immediately accessible to pratictioners of distinct
paradigms is only partially shared And the unshared por-
tions of evidence typically have a crucial Impact on scien-
tific debates Where Berthollet saw chemical compounds,
Proust saw physical =tures Proust was nght and Ber-
thollet wrong, but this was established on the basis of
other, not paradigm-contextual, shared evidence What is
the nature of the relationship of shared evidence in the
World with the scientific worldly things ? The stimutus the-
ory, if sansfactory, could have provided an answer to that
question Since Kuhn doesn't elaborate an adequate alter-
native explanation of the relationship of the ordmary
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World with the worlds, the "new-world problem" remains
unsolved

Where does ali this leave us on the issue of Kuhn's
realism or, more appropnately, antirealism ? Saentific and
paradigm-relative worlds certainly cannot be daimed to
correspond, even partially or approximately, to some real-
ity Kuhn is a saentific antirealist However, Kuhn beheves
in the independent existence of nature, reality or what we
called a 'World' In this sense, he is a global realist But
since, as we argued, Kuhn does not articulate a cogent ex-
plananon of the relation between the worlds and the
World, the epistemic and ontic status of the latter remamn
problemanc Tf, as seems to be the case in Structure, the
World is populated with observable ordmary objects,
Kuhn, desprte his rejection of the correspondence theory of
truth, can perhaps be considered a realist about everyday
objects, to the extent that they are dassified mn categones
that are, at least partially, object-sided (see above) Com-
monly observed objects exist but they aren.'t cogratively
accessible to saentists, as saenttsts, who only know — and
see — paradigm-relative things for Gahleans, a swinging
body is a pendulum with specific charactenstics How then
is Kuhn still entitled to daim that saence is concerned
with solving problems about Nature (Structure, p 168),
which can only be, it seems to me, an invanant World, and
not only about scientifically constructed worlds ? And if
not, what would be the point of still doing, at great costs,
science? Couldn't we just rest content with the real, reas-
suring, ordinary World?

On the other hand, ff the World is, for the later
Kuhn, a sort of Kannan meffable World-m-itself, rt is de
dicto cognitively inaccessible The World is a big 'X' about
which nothing can be said except that rt exists and that the
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various cultural and scientific worlds or luches are, some-
what mysteriously, fabricated from it If we are ready to
endow the tale of realist to someone who says that there is
“something out there" which opposes resistance to our con-
ceptual constructions which for that matter cannot be
completely arbitrary, then Kuhn can be said to espouse an,
admittedly very weak, form of (global) realism But what
would be the explanatory force of such an unspeakable
World in a rational and illuminating account of the history
and the progress of science which, after ali, was Kuhn's
inalai main concern?
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